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CLONING: IS THE PRODUCT W ORTH THE PRICE?
MISSOULA -
The scientific community was rocked this week when Scottish scientists announced they had 
cloned an adult sheep. University of Montana-MissouJa Professor of Biological Sciences Walter 
Hill says that the creation of “Dolly* has led science to a point where "pure fantasy is upon us," 
because just a decade ago such advancement was considered impossible.
But along with the myriad of research possibilities that adult cloning has opened up come 
"numerous and rampant" ethical questions.
Science is amoral,' Hill says. "Good or ill is determined by the people who use it."
For an example Hill points to the laser, which can be used positively for eye surgery or 
negatively as a weapon.
Clones, organisms that have DNA identical to another organism, take society back to the 
question of "what is life," Hill says. Because identical twins have matching DNA and they are live 
beings, Hill maintains that clones are also living beings.
"The issues are real and the answers are not easy," Hill says.
While the ability to clone has been around since the 1950s it was done in the early stages of 
cell division, before a fertilized egg had divided into just more than 1,000 cells. At that point, cells 
start to differentiate, or specialize. The fascinating step with adult cloning, Hill says, is that rather
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than waiting for the clone to differentiate, "you already know what the genetic dice has given 
you."
Adult cloning could have profound impacts, Hill says, ranging from improving food 
supplies to a break through in how cells differentiate. At an extreme, adult cloning could help end 
the debate of nature vs. nurture, by allowing science to control nature. It could even take society 
so far as to developing farms of clones that would be perfect genetic matches for organ and tissue 
transplants. But, Hill says he doesn't see adult cloning going that far.
"Is the product worth the price? Is there anything that would justify cloning people? My 
answer, right now, is no," Hill says.
While he considers adult cloning "a giant step forward" in research, he adds a few caveats 
to the advent of Dolly. Hill notes that the scientists who did the cloning are being tight-lipped and 
the scientific community still doesn't know what they did, or how they did it. Also, he says, the 
cloning is yet to be replicated by another lab.
Hill predicts that when more information on adult cloning is released, the process will not 
be a complex one. He says he also suspects the work of the Scottish scientists will hold up under 
scientific scrutiny.
m
Contact: Hill teaches Genetic Kngineering at UM and is in the process of publishing a book
on the topic. He can be contacted at (406) 243-5582.
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